
Monday 7th June 2021
Dear Parents/Carers,

Welcome back after a sunny half term break! Below is an outline of what lies ahead for Whales class over the half
term.

Staffing & classroom arrangements:
● Mrs Hunter will teach the children Monday to Friday
● Miss Johnson will support the class Monday to Thursday mornings (All day Friday)
● Mrs Sparey will support the class Monday - Thursday Afternoons
● Mrs Forest will support the class on a Thursday
● Welly Day will now be on a Friday morning - Mrs Cairns will teach the class with Miss Johnson supporting

her during this time.

Homework:
Homework continues in the same format and carries over for the whole of Summer Term. Bronze certificate for
completing 5 challenges, Silver certificate for completing 10 challenges and a Gold certificate for completing 15
challenges - please hand the signed homework challenges to Mrs Hunter to be checked before Friday of that week.

Spellings - please use EdShed.com to practise your spellings (if you need your login details, please ask). I have
set weekly spellings depending on your child’s Phonics group.

Continue to use Times Table Rockstars/Numbots several times a week, and keep up daily reading at home as
well. Responsible Readers will be checked for each day -some children are recording their own reading, please
encourage your child to write a comment about what they have read, what happened, predictions, character’s
feelings etc and hand it in daily. If your child needs a new book, they must share this as they hand their book in
each morning.

PE:
Our PE days are Tuesday and Thursday, so please ensure children come into school wearing their PE kit and
they will go home in this too. Mrs Hunter will teach P.E on Tuesday and Mr Eves on Thursday.

Welly Day: (We are out in all weathers, unless it is unsafe to do so).
Please ensure school uniform is worn but the children bring in a spare t-shirt, suitable footwear and a waterproof
jacket. Waterproofs including trousers are also expected to be worn (either your own from home or supplied from
school).

Weather:
As it is now finally getting warmer, please make sure your child has sunscreen applied before coming to school
and has practised reapplying it themselves so that they can do this at school if required. The children will also need
a hat and water bottle everyday.



Curriculum information:

English
�is half-term, in our English we

will be writing the end of a narrative
called ‘�e Journey’ and will also be

writing an explanation using ‘How a
Robot Dog works’ for inspiration.

Science
We will explore light and shadows.

We will learn the di�ferences

between light and day and how

humans see objects.

Vocabulary: Light source, dark, reflect, ray,
mirror, bounce, visible, beam, sun, glare, travel,
straight, opaque, shadow, block, transparent,

translucent.

Mathematics
�is half- term, we will focus

on Multiplication and
Division, Fractions and

Geometry.
Vocabulary:grouping, sharing,

factor, equation, unit fractions,
numerator, denominator,

orientation, polygon, parallel,
perpendicular.

History
We  will continue to learn about

�e Railway Revolution,
focusing on the growth of the
railways and the impact of the

railway.

Vocabulary:
Privatisation,Nationalisation, Diesel
locomotive, Electric locomotive, High

speed train

Geography
We will continue to learn about

rainforests with a focus on
comparing the Amazon rainforest
to a UK forest. We will also learn
about deforestation and ways to

protect the rainforest.

Vocabulary: deforestation, Climate
Temperate, Tropical, Endangered,Tribes

Book Hooks: Design & Technology
�is half-term, we will study a

variety of free-standing objects and
consider what makes them strong
and stable. �ey will then use this
to design and create their picture

frame.

Vocabulary: Stable
Stiffen, Hacksaw, Accuracy,

Strengthen, reinforce

Computing
We will devise our own characters,
plot and storyboard before filming

a short movie

Vocabulary: Footage, Editor,
Producing, Storyboard, edit

Music
�e children continue to play the

ukulele as they prepare for a
performance. Music is taught by

Mrs Clinton.

RHSE/PSE
We will work on resilience,

teamwork and changes
during Welly Day.

Art
We will complete our work using Mixed Media and then will study

William Morris and focus on shading techniques.
Vocabulary: Shading, Natural objects, Life drawings,Light, soft lines,Hard

lines,Blending,Smudging, Cross hatching,

Physical Education

Real PE will be taught once a week
and Mr Eves will also teach PE once a
week.

French
We will learn vocabulary to
describe the weather.
Vocabulary: il pleut /il fait froid / il y
a un orage, days of the week

Religious Education
�is half-term, we will revisit Christianity and consider Christianity

locally, nationally and globally.

Vocabulary:  Reformation,Religion,Schism,Worship


